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CUBE Tech Fair
CUBE, a global ecosystem dedicated to bridging the gap between top B2B startups and major
industry leaders, is hosting the first CUBE Tech Fair from May 10th - 12th, 2017, welcoming
3,000+ guests for an exclusive invitation-only event that brings global visibility to the most
important industries in startup innovation by promoting projects between leading industry
players and startups. The event will offer great talks and panels as well as pitches in the areas of
Digital Health & Life Sciences, Infrastructure & Interconnectivity, as well as Machinery and
Manufacturing.
CUBE has built its ecosystem for startups for the top event that will take place at the Tech Fair:
The CUBE Challenge. This competition encourages all CUBE startups to break barriers and
push themselves to the next level. Backed by a massive award of €1 million in cash with no
strings attached, one lucky startup will win a rare opportunity to help spark the fourth industrial
revolution. An independent jury of industry experts will be choosing the winning startup of the
CUBE Challenge.
ABOUT CUBE
CUBE (www.cube-global.com) is a global ecosystem dedicated to bridging the gap between top B2B startups and major industry
leaders. With a deep understanding of startups and corporations, and their vastly different cultures, CUBE connects these
unlikely partners through a network of touchpoints worldwide, and acts as the most efficient B2B matchmaking service
available. Through a year-round program CUBE also offers industry and startups a space to collaborate via its Cooperation
Space in the heart of Berlin. The Highlight event of the year is the CUBE Tech Fair in May 2017, an exclusive by invitation-only
event, that brings global visibility to the most important industries in startup innovations by promoting projects between leading
industry players and startups. CUBE was founded in June 2016 with Dr. Torsten Oelke as executive chairman. Among the global
founding partners are Bayer, Dell, Messe Berlin, VW and World Economic Forum.
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